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Thesis Summary
This paper investigates the population of white-collar crime offenders with special
emphasis on race, gender, and age. Through extensive literature review, the ambiguities
and evolving definitions of white-collar crime and its offenses are explored in depth.
Further review of the body of research available on the topic was conducted to investigate
the ‘typical’ white collar crime offender in relation to individual characteristics and
explore possible explanations. Data analysis was conducted on various datasets available
through the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Crime Data Explorer regarding the race,
gender, and age of white-collar crime offenders in FY 2020. The analysis concluded that
certain white collar crime offenses see varying trends regarding race, gender, and age, but
the large majority remain somewhat consistent with today’s view of a typical offender.
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Introduction
Think “Catch Me if You Can”, “The Wolf of Wall Street”, and “American
Hustle” -- all successful movies in the United States with main characters played by
Leonardo DiCaprio and Christian Bale, both successful, white, male actors in Hollywood.
USA Network’s “White Collar” ran for six seasons starring its very own white, male,
white collar offender, Matt Bomer. Even twentieth century television and movies reflect
the trend of real-life perceptions of white-collar crime offenders.
According to research compiled in The Oxford Handbook of White-Collar Crime
by Paul M. Klenowski and Kimberly Dodson, there are considerable trends amongst
white collar crime offenders in demographics including age, race, gender, and class. A
simple analysis of the research creates a foundational depiction of common offenders:
•
•
•
•
•

Mid-thirties and mid-to-late forties
White
Male
Upper-middle class
Gainfully employed

Unsurprisingly, the racial profile of a typical white-collar offender is a much more
complicated matter than on the surface. For one, the level of white-collar crime seems to
matter substantially where race is considered. When high level offenses, those commonly
depicted in television and movies such as Securities and Exchange Commission related
offenses, are analyzed, the offenders are predominantly white. However, in lower-level
white collar crimes the same pattern does not apply, with African Americans representing
a significant portion of the offender population. An equivalent trend is present amongst
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gender, with a substantial portion of lower-level white collar crimes being committed by
women, while in general white collar crime offenders are majority males.
In today’s polarized world, it is important to understand the difference between
people in one society and the effects of those differences. Recent events and racial
tensions in the United States are not to be taken lightly. This thesis will draw attention to
the roles of gender, race, and age, while regarding a specific segment of crime, these
remain important factors to be considered. In-depth literature review will explore white
collar crime as it relates to its offenders and develop an explanation of the ‘typical’
offender of white-collar crime. Possible explanations for differences amongst the
offenders of some common white-collar crimes will be explored and applied to current
arrest records of specific crime categories. By comparing the trends in data on the
offenders in FY 2020 to the trends and ‘typical’ offender upheld by literature, an updated
stance on the offender population will be discovered. It is expected that many interesting
theories will be uncovered regarding the “White Man’s Crime” as it is further explored
and the representation of white-collar crime in mainstream entertainment is upheld or in
fact debunked.
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Literature Review
The Birth of Today’s White-Collar Crime
Not unlike the journey of many laws and penal codes in the United States of
America, white collar crime’s origin was far from cut and dry. From its primal definition
83 years ago all the way up to the representation of extreme white-collar offenses we see
today, the journey of white-collar crime has been plagued by ambiguity and consistent
change.
Edwin H. Sutherland
The initial utilization of the terminology “white-collar crime” was by Edwin H.
Sutherland in his 1939 presidential address to the American Sociological Society and
American Economic Society. Sutherland’s definition and subsequent study altered the
forefront of crime in relation to business for the foreseeable future. He spoke of two
separate groups, “crimes in the upper or white-collar class composed of respectable or at
least respected business and professional men” and “crime in the lower class, committed
by persons of low socioeconomic status” (Sutherland, 1940). Far from the first individual
to be concerned with crimes in connection with business, Sutherland was the first to refer
to such offenders as “white-collar” criminals, eventually defining white-collar crime as
“Crime committed by a person of respectability and high social status in the course of his
occupation” (Sutherland, 1949). It is important to draw specific attention to the utilization
of key identifiers in the crime’s historic definition, such as men and his.
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Equally as important as his trailblazing efforts in the field of white-collar crime
are the shortcomings of his research. For one, Sutherland failed to clarify the differences
prevalent in the field of white-collar crime, between both types of offenders and specific
offenses (Klenowski & Dodson, 2016). While today, we see a clear delineation between
the types of white-collar crime, new uncertainties continue to arise including the need to
incorporate violations of environment and social violations. Sutherland also failed to
consider the substantial influence corporations have in regard to regulatory and
legislative processes (Klenowski & Dodson, 2016).
Donald Creasy
Almost immediately following Sutherland’s research, Donald Creasy attempted to
contribute to Sutherland’s research in 1953 through the investigation of “trust violating
behaviors”. His research began the delineation of occupational and corporate crime,
explaining occupational crime as possessing three specific elements: personal financial
issue, an accessible occupation to money, and an effort to pacify guilt (Creasy, 1953).
While Creasy did not coin the term occupational crime, his focus on crimes committed in
the workplace provided clear evidence contradicting Sutherland’s ideal white-collar
criminal as simply an affluent businessman. In fact, his research indicates that anyone in
a position of trust and fiduciary responsibility, regardless of business or industry, is
capable of committing a workplace crime, now referred to as occupational. Creasy’s
work was the beginning of one of arguably the most significant shifts in the field of
white-collar crime, expanding the definition to include employees of all types, even
entry-level employees.
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Clinard & Quinney
While the contributions of Edwin Sutherland offered new theoretical insights,
various arguments and ambiguity (which are yet to be answered indisputably) arose.
White collar crime at its origin was defined by Sutherland using the offender's
characteristics. However, his study focused more on the criminal activities of large
corporations (Holtfreter, 2005). Subsequent studies aimed at addressing his limitations
solidified further classification of white-collar crimes by offenders. Criminological
research in the 1960s by Clinard and Quinney officially classified crimes into
occupational crimes and corporate crimes. Their work divided white collar crimes into
two distinct sets: occupational crime, committed by an individual offender and corporate
crime, committed with support of a corporation or organization (Clinard & Quinney,
1964). While Clinard and Quinney’s categorization is still widely accepted, numerous
attempts have been made to subcategorize further. This distinction is arguably one of the
most influential and widely accepted discoveries in regard to white collar crime and will
be discussed more in later sections (Klenowski & Dodson, 2016).
David O. Friedrichs
While additional research in an attempt to subcategorize white collar crime
further has occurred over the past 60 years, it was not until recently that David O.
Friedrichs addressed one of the most glaring limitations of Sutherland’s study. Arguing
that the term white collar crime was too ambiguous of an umbrella term covering a
variety of illicit activities, he developed a framework of five categories within white
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collar crime to allow for more precise research and examination (Klenowski & Dodson,
2016). Friedrichs utilized the following criteria:
(1) the context in which the illegal activity occurred
(2) the primary victims
(3) the principal form of harm
(4) the legal classification of the act
As a result of Friedrich’s evaluation of crimes based on the preceding criteria, he
categorized white collar crime into the following categories:
(1) corporate crime
(2) occupational crime
(3) governmental crime
(4) state or corporate crime/crimes of globalization/high-finance crimes
(5) enterprise/contrepreneurial/avocational crime (Friedrichs, 2007, 2010).
Friedrichs categories attempt to permit improved and more deliberate research in
the field of white-collar crime as it pertains to individual occupations and sectors. Not
nearly as accepted as simple delineation of occupational crime from corporate crime,
efforts such as Friedrich’s are necessary in order to solidify white collar crime’s
definition. However, some critics of these efforts argue that narrower classification of the
term has had diminishing effects on the quality and breadth of white-collar crime data
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(Holtfreter, 2005). Inconsistencies in definition and classification have limited the
progress of research in the field of white-collar crime over the past centennial and will be
further explored in the preceding section.
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Defining White Collar Crime
From the origins of the term white collar crime, the definition has been faulty. For
the purposes of this thesis, it is important to narrow the stance. Sutherland’s original
definition evolved almost immediately with the publishing of subsequent studies. Related
to the field today, the most glaring ambiguity in research is over the appropriate unit of
analysis for white collar crime. Controversy continues until this day over the appropriate
definition of this category of crime. Regulatory bodies, agencies, groups, and individuals
assign their own definition to white collar crime, utilizing different parameters and
perspectives to classify the crime. Three major trends emerge amongst the majority of
variation in white collar crime definitions throughout history, including classifying by the
type of offender and their characteristics, by the type of crime and in which sector, and
utilizing organizational culture as the basis for definition. Today, analysis remains
difficult as each individual study tends to define their own classification of crimes as
“white-collar”. For example, there are studies which define violations of environmental,
health, and safety laws by corporations as white-collar crimes, while others maintain a
narrower focus defining the category of crimes as general economic related offenses
(Barnett, 2000).
Even today, the definition of white-collar crime is far from concrete for research
purposes, with debates over the appropriate unit of measurement prevailing more than
ever. In the United States, the Federal Bureau of Investigation has adopted the following
definition;
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“. . . those illegal acts which are characterized by deceit, concealment, or violation
of trust and which are not dependent upon the application or threat of physical
force or violence. Individuals and organizations commit these acts to obtain
money, property, or services; to avoid the payment or loss of money or services;
or to secure personal or business advantage.” (USDOJ, 1989, pg. 3)
They have also adopted a Summary Reporting System in which crimes can be reported
from agencies nationwide. Included in the program is the National Incident Based
Reporting System (NIBRS), developed around the same time as Edwin Sutherland’s
research on white collar crime. databases included in UCR’s databases. In the realm of
white-collar crime, current NIBRS reports include data on arrests for fraud,
forgery/counterfeiting, and embezzlement.
The Oxford Handbook of White-Collar Crime (2016) defines white collar crime
as “criminal acts committed by an individual who takes advantage of his or her position
of fiduciary trust and responsibility for either a personal or corporate gain” (Klenowski &
Dodson, 2016). This definition is undeniably geared toward occupational crime,
mentioning an individual offender, and will be substantially more effective for utilization
in the investigation of white-collar crime offenders in relation to gender, race, and age.
For the sake of this thesis and data analysis within, white collar crime will be
defined by offense type, with a special interest in the offender population and attempt to
answer questions regarding their individual characteristics. While corporate crime will be
discussed in depth throughout parts of this thesis, when pertaining to quantitative analysis
it is disregarded. Only arrests pertaining to occupational crime are analyzed in order to
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examine and compare trends in age, gender, and race of offenders of the specific whitecollar crimes available.
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Types of White-Collar Crime Explained
As mentioned previously, white collar crime has undergone numerous attempts of
classification and typography. By far the most widely accepted and transformative
categorization for the field was that of differentiating between corporate crime and
occupational crime into two distinctive types.
Categorization of white-collar crime into corporate crime and occupational crime
stirred controversy in other regards though. The separation shifted the focus of
researchers to two separate offender pools, creating differing assumptions regarding the
“typical” offender and organizational setting for white collar crime to occur (Holtfreter,
2005).
Corporate Crime
When corporate crime was originally coined by Clinard & Quinney, they defined
corporate crime as “crimes committed by corporate officials for the benefit or in the
interest of the corporation” (Klenowski & Dodson, 2016). While many would still utilize
this definitional distinction, corporate crime has continually faced scrutiny and ambiguity
from scholars, criminologists, and the general public.
Beginning with Sutherland’s critique of corporate crime data, the public
perspective of corporate white-collar crime has continually suffered from the lack of
reliable data. In her 2018 address to the American Society of Criminology, Sally S.
Simpson addressed numerous questions related to corporate crime including;
-

Do civil and regulatory cases still dominate criminal corporate crime cases?
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-

To what extent are punitive sanctions and interventions levied against offending
firms and their officers effective?

-

What is the effect of firm characteristics on processing?

-

Do more powerful companies get a better deal?

-

Do firm characteristics affect diversion, who handles the case, whether parallel
prosecutions occur, and the type and severity of punishment?

Ultimately, Simpson’s argument was that these questions were unable to be answered
distinctively because of a lack of systematic data on corporate offenses. Her address also
suggests a framework for understanding the organizational setting in which corporate
crimes likely occur.
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She argues the further from maturity a corporation is, the more likely criminal
activity is to occur. In the early stages of the life of an organization this is the result of
excessive risk taking, whereas in the final stages these activities can be a result of
pressures from internal and external factors.
Literature dedicated to corporate crime also faces criticism. Just as the public is
more likely to be exposed to profound, scandalous white-collar crimes committed by csuite executives in relatively large corporations, there is less likely to be more literature
dedicated to it. For example, the general public’s exposure to individual white collar
crime cases exploded following Enron’s significant financial scandals in the early 2000s.
Enron executives' manipulation of the company’s books in an effort to inflate stock prices
was mainstream news, affecting thousands of lives and the nation’s economy as a whole
(Friedrichs, 2010). This is a well-known case, in fact an example of a “celebrity” case,
and not representative of corporate criminal offenses as a whole. One of the most glaring
critiques of corporate literature is the bias toward large corporate offenders across case
studies on the topic (Klenowski & Dodson, 2016). It is almost impossible to validate the
prominence of such offenses in white collar crime, or even the subcategory of corporate
crime, due to the lack of substantial and reliable data pointed out by Simpson.
Occupational Crime
On the contrary, Clinard and Quinney defined occupational crimes as “crimes
carried out by any person at any level within an organization for his or her own purposes
or gain” (Klenowski & Dodson, 2016). The separation of occupational and corporate
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crime was originally developed with the hopes of gaining a better understanding of who
committed while collar crimes.
Like corporate crime literature critiques, literature dedicated to occupational
crime tends to have a bias toward elite occupation levels and utilize official data from
federal courts (Holtfreter, 2005). The most well documented, reviewed, and public crimes
in the realm of occupational white-collar crime are those committed by corporate
executives at well-known or groundbreaking companies. As is the case with corporate
crime, there is a lack of systematic data on individual offenders. Where data does exist,
contribution is voluntary and increasingly vague. As Simpson points out, a huge
consequence of nonexistent systematic data, is society’s impression of the typical
offender (Simpson, 2018). Accelerating stereotypes and racial associations, the resulting
literature is arguably not representative nor beneficial to the general public’s
understanding of the population of offenders as a whole.
In 2005, Kristy Holtfreter conducted a study on over one thousand occupational
fraud cases in an attempt to address the gaps in literature regarding offender’s
characteristics. Through her examination of three different categories of occupational
fraud, including asset misappropriation, corruption, and false statements, Holtfreter was
able to acquire data regarding the individuals age, gender, education level, and job
position. Utilizing data collected by the Associated of Certified Fraud Examiners,
Holtfreter collected the following data on offenders’ individual characteristics:
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(Holtfreter, 2005)
Particularly interesting were the statistical findings related to individual characteristics of
individuals who committed asset misappropriation compared to the offenders of
corruption or false statements. Offenders of asset misappropriation were found to be
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significantly younger and less educated than offenders of either of the other two crimes.
They were also found to be substantially less likely to be male and less likely to be in
managerial or executive positions when compared to the offenders of fraudulent
statements. Holtfreter’s analysis is included below;

Based on Holtfreter’s findings, offenders of asset misappropriation appear to vary
the most from the stereotypical image of a white-collar crime offender commonly
depicted in media and accepted by the general public. This adds to the question of why
the “typical” white collar criminal is considered to be a white, middle-aged, man in a
ranking occupational position.
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Who Commits White Collar Crime?
It is difficult to say. As Benson & Piquero pointed out in 2004, it is difficult to
verify a valid picture of white-collar crime offenders due to the lack of quantitative data
available. While data is somewhat available today, there is an expansive number of
sources out there containing voluntary data, all utilizing different definitions and
categorizations to measure the offender population of occupational crime. As discussed in
previous sections, ambiguous definitions only add to the dilemma. Not to mention some
studies such as one done by Benson & Kerley in 2001 have found that at least some
white-collar crime offenders appear to be more similar to street criminals than previously
envisioned. Before evaluating one selection of publicly available data, it is necessary to
look at some of the literature related to the individual characteristics of white-collar crime
offenders, as they attempt to answer this question.
Gender
In regard to literature review, little attention has been paid throughout history to
the study of gender differences and implications on white collar crime offending. When
studies on these two do occur, they are often substantially limited by data selection and
bias. One of, if not, the first in depth gender study conducted on a large random sample of
offenders of white-collar crime was that of Kathleen Daly in 1989. Reanalyzing data
collected in 1982 by Stanton Wheeler, David Weisburd, and Nancy Bode, also known as
the Yale dataset, Daly tested five separate hypotheses regarding the relationship between
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gender and white-collar crime.

(Daly, 1989)
The results of her study fully supported three of her hypotheses one, three and
four, however the remaining two hypotheses in Daly’s study were only partially
supported. Although early in the study of gender differences and effects on white collar
crime offenses, research conducted by Daly opened numerous questions for further
investigation, many of which are still viable today. At the time, Daly found that due to
the occupations commonly attributed to females (ie. clerical, bank teller, administrative),
gender contributed to opportunity for certain types of occupational fraud. She
subsequently cited the possibility that increased presence of surveillance in typical
women roles within banks especially could explain an increased rate of being caught and
therefore explain the increasing presence of women in occupational crime offenses.
More recently, significant strides were made in the advancement of research on
the relationship between white collar crime and gender thanks to Erin Harbison, at the
time a PhD student at the University of Cincinnati. As a part of her dissertation, Harbison
requested access to the U.S. Probation and Pre-Trial Services Office’s Post Conviction
Risk Assessment tool. Due to the substantial data collection, she created, including a
sample size of over 30,000 men and women convicted of white-collar crime offenses and
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under the supervision of the U.S. Probation office from 2006 to 2014, and her publication
of a sample description and research methods, numerous additional studies ensued. The
study by Ebony L. Ruhland and Nicole Selzer (2020) was one of these which analyzed
Harbison’s data in hopes of answering many of the questions initiated by Daly. Ruhland
and Selzer found that women’s most frequent offenses were those of false statements,
mail fraud, and tax fraud, respectively.
A significant difference from previous studies noted by Ruhland and Selzer was
simply the significantly larger portion of women included in the data set as opposed to
the 1970s. They also noted an increase in female offenders amongst certain white-collar
crimes, including tax fraud and securities offenses. Based on what we know today, this is
potentially explained by the push of the recent century to increase female representation
not only in the workplace, but also across levels of employment. Ruhland and Selzer did
not find a significant difference in the offense types of men and women. In fact, they
found both genders most frequently engage in the same three offenses, as mentioned
previously. Despite noting a moderate increase in female participation as opposed to the
1970s data sets, Ruhland and Selzer found similar significant trends existed in their data,
as did in Daly’s almost 30 years prior.
Race
Regarding the relationship between race and white-collar crime, offenders are
commonly compared to those of typical street crimes. The ‘typical’ offender varies
generally in regard to individual characteristics between these two crimes types, but is
entirely converse in terms of race. This leads many criminologists and scholars in the
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field to weigh the possibilities of overrepresentation and underrepresentation of racial
groups. Yet another topic negatively impacted by the lack of system wide data on white
collar crime and lacking extensive research, scholars possess a tendency to draw
conclusions from general crime. On one hand, the archetypal gestalt of crime in the
United States commonly refers to a minority figure surrounded by Caucasian faces in the
background, but consistent data has the potential to alter the gestalt bringing a larger
quantity of Caucasian faces front and center (Simpson, 2016). On the other hand, larger
than expected portions of white-collar crime offenders have been found to be minorities.
African Americans, one of many minority populations present in the United States,
appear to be overrepresented for various white-collar crimes in sources, including within
the FY 2011 Uniform Crime Report. Arguments have risen surrounding the tendency of
African Americans to commit low level occupational crimes, which some scholars assert
are more prone to being reported and in due course investigated (Friedrich, 2010).
Not long ago, Tracy Sohoni and Melissa Rorie (2019) published a new article
dedicated to exploring the relationship between race and white-collar crime specifically.
Within Theoretical Criminology Volume 25, their article lays out the “Theory of Racial
Privilege and Offending” which “develops testable propositions explaining how
experiencing racial privilege predicts the creation of cultural frames conducive to white
collar crime”. Sohoni and Rorie’s work focuses on how different forms of social
isolation, physically, culturally, and in conjunction with various levels of advantage and
disadvantage, affects the decision making of elites regarding white collar crime. Their
pathways to Crime for both financially privileged Caucasians and financially
disadvantaged African Americans can be seen below:
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The pair also identify the lack of data available as a weakness to the world of white-collar
crime research and the reason for their lack of quantitative proof. Arguing for the duality
of the racial argument in the relationship to crime, Sohoni and Rori expand cognitive
frameworks and address a bias in the available literature on crime from the perspective of
disadvantage.
Many arguments regarding gender persist in relation to race. As mentioned
previously, the percentage of minorities prevalent in the workforce since the 1970’s has
significantly increased. Previous related studies have found a link between gender and

race in the offender population of white-collar crime, seeing a correlation between
increases in female offenders for a specific crime linked with increases in minority
figures for the same crime (Daly, 1989). The proliferation of diversity, equity, and
inclusion regulations in recent years will only lead to a future increase in executive level
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positions of minority groups which could arguably continue to impact the
overrepresentation of racial minorities in white collar crime offenses. Connections can
even be drawn between Daly’s question of surveillance and oversight. In the available
data, the percent of white-collar crime offenses attributed to minorities is larger in poorer,
urban cities where oversight is assumed to be less stringent (Klenowski & Dodson,
2016). However, in these settings populations are larger and crime occurs more
frequently, but only improved systematic data will allow for clear answers regarding
these connections.
Age
Another characteristic in which comparisons are commonly drawn between the
offenders of white-collar crime and street crimes is age. Extensive literature argues the
differences in age between offenders of these two types of crime. However, criminal
theory and continuous research continues to create new questions related to the age of
criminal offenders. In general, white-collar criminals are on average older than street
criminals. This is a fact nearly consistent across literature, but uncertainties remain.
Literature on the topic debates related issues such as whether or not culprits or whitecollar crime are one-time offenders and the age of onset for white collar criminals first
offense. Without thorough data and an insight to criminal activity regardless of arrests or
sentencing, these points will remain unresolved.
While there are numerous theories in relation to white collar crime offenders,
prominent over the last few decades is life course theory. The latest theory in the study of
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the relationship between crime and age, life course remains innovative. Michael L.
Benson and Nicole Leeper Piquero describe it below;
The life course perspective offers a new way of viewing this relationship
by focusing on how events, both legal and illegal, occur sequentially over time in
people’s lives and on how developments in one domain of life can influence the
timing and sequencing of events in other domains (2004).
Contrary to that of crime and age, the relationship between life course theory and whitecollar crime remains somewhat neglected in literature. Initially introduced in the 1960s
and constantly utilized in the study of crime, it wasn’t until 2004 that Benson and Piquero
suggested a pattern they referred to as punctuated situationally dependent offending. This
pattern differs from the typical association of life theory with criminal behavior which
assumes criminal activity begins early and concludes after a short period of time for most
people, only continuing for a small percentage of offenders. However, the new pattern
suggested by Benson and Piquero claim;
“white-collar offenders follow the same developmental trajectories in crime and
delinquency that most people do. That is, they have a brief flirtation with
delinquency during adolescence that ends in the late teens or early 20s. However,
after a period of conformity during their 20s and 30s, they begin to offend again
later in life by committing white-collar crimes. Their offending is situational in
the sense that it is triggered by or dependent on factors external to the offender
(2004)”.
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They precede to describe the two ways in which the situational nature of the offense can
be triggered. Either the presence of the opportunity to offend might occur at a later age
and stage of life or a personal or occupational crisis may occur pressuring criminal
activity. Both options are considered situational and could trigger a white-collar offense.
Unique to this pattern is the period of conformity, vastly different from the assumption
that for the majority of criminals, delinquency ends once one has become more
accustomed to society (Benson & Piquero, 2004).
Some studies on data of white-collar crime offenders have found a correlation
between the age of the offender and the level of the offense (Klenowski & Dodson,
2016). For example, if an offender is younger, there is a significant association with
lower-level offenses such as embezzlement. Possibly a result of opportunity, as legitimate
employment opportunities are dependent on certain life factors such as education level,
age, and previous work experience (Friedrichs, 2010). As great strides continue to be
made in the research of white-collar crime and the development of life course theory,
unanswered questions remain. Further research and development of life course theory in
relation to these specific offenders will remain necessary as the realm of white-collar
crime continues to evolve.
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Research Purpose
The main purpose of this study is to compare the individual characteristics of
white-collar crime offenders in FY 2020 with the “typical” white collar crime offender
portrayed in current literature and today’s media. The stereotypical offender
characteristics were examined through extensive literature review on the general topic,
related topics, and individual characteristics. Limited quantitative trend analysis was
conducted utilizing the Crime Data Explorer provided by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. The Crime Data Explorer provides federal arrest records and data on
offender’s individual characteristics. The most recent year with complete data listed on
the Crime Data Explorer is FY 2020 and was therefore selected for further analysis.
Further limitations of Crime Data Explorer will be discussed in preceding sections. Due
to extensive literature review, significant differences were expected to be found between
the current offending population and that which Sutherland described in the 1940s as well
as the various theories developed in more recent literature; however, quantitative analysis
did not conclusively support this theory.
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Methodology
Data Collection
Data was collected from the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Crime Data
Explorer in February 2022. At the time the most recently completed year of data
uploaded was FY 2020. This was again verified in April 2021 to ensure the most recent
data available was analyzed. For national data the Uniform Crime Report (UCR) FY
2020 was downloaded which included four separate reports, Offenders Adult and
Juvenile Age Category by Offense Category, Offenders Age by Offense Category,
Offenders Race by Offense Category, and Offenders Sex by Offense Category. The UCR
separated data regarding individual characteristics by offense type including, crimes
against persons, crimes against property, and crimes against society. The various offense
types included in each category were then narrowed down to three specific white-collar
crimes; counterfeiting/forgery, embezzlement, and fraud offenses (see Appendix 1). A
list of what crimes are included in these categories are available in Appendix 2. These
three offenses are Group A offenses, so bad checks, a Group B offense was not included
for analysis. Data was also taken from UCR on the frequency of the location where each
offense type was committed.
Data Analysis
Each data set was then evaluated individually within excel. For
counterfeiting/forgery, embezzlement, and fraud offenses specifically, 448,767 offenses
were recorded in the UCR FY 2020. For ease of use, each numeric value was converted
into percentages of offenders with known characteristic data by offense (see Appendix 3).
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With data converted to percentages for all three individual characteristics, including
gender, race, and age, the data was easily evaluated to identify the mode of each
characteristic. Visual tools were also developed to allow for visual comparison between
crimes in FY 2020. The mode was used as a basis for the typical offender in 2020.
Finally, comparisons between crimes and the frequency of occurrences by characteristic
were individually compared with general findings from prior literature.
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Results
Quantitative & Qualitative Analysis
Appendix 4 shows the breakdown and counts of offenses by offense category for
FY 2020. The crimes considered to represent white collar crime, accounted for 8.62% of
all criminal offenses reported to the FBI’s UCR. Counterfeiting/forgery accounted for
1.15% of total offenses, embezzlement accounted for .22% of total offenses, and fraud
offenses accounted for 7.25% of total offenses in 2020.
Appendix 5 shows the most frequent characteristics by offense. Unsurprisingly,
white males committed the majority of all three offense categories. Frequency regarding
age varied by offense. Counterfeiting/forgery and fraud offenders were most frequently
between the ages of 26 - 30. However, offenders of embezzlement were younger with the
highest frequency of offenders being between the ages of 21 - 25.
However, it is important to note that amongst the offender population of
embezzlement, men committed more offenses than women by less than 5% (see
Appendix 3). With only 503 unknown offenders of embezzlement (Appendix 1), as
opposed to the multiple thousands of unknown offenders for counterfeiting/forgery and
fraud offenses, the rate of committal is presumably more equal for embezzlement
between men and women. This could presumably be explained by occupation type.
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Gender
Of the three offenses, women and men committed significantly higher counts of
fraud and counterfeiting/forgery respectively than embezzlement (Appendix 1). This is
consistent with the findings of previous literature which found that various forms of
fraud, including false statements, mail fraud, and tax fraud, were the most frequently
committed white collar crimes by both women and men. All three forms of fraud
previously found in literature are included as a part of fraud offenses.

Race
Across all three crimes, racial frequencies appear to remain more or less
proportionate. Referring to Table 2 in Appendix 3, whites consistently committed
between 60 to 70% of offenses. Black or African Americans committed 29 - 37%.
American Indian or Alaska natives, Asians, and native Hawaiian or other pacific
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islanders committed between 1-1.3%, 1.1-2%, and .2-.25% respectively. In comparison to
the findings from previous literature, one might expect to find a larger proportion of
minority offenders of embezzlement, as the proportion of female offenders is close to half
of the offender population. In line with this expectation, the highest frequency of Black
and African American offenders and the lowest frequency for white offenders are for
embezzlement. However, for other minority groups including American Indian or
Alaskan Native as well as Asian, the lowest frequency of offenders is found in
embezzlement, making the trend insignificant.
Age
In regard to age, a shift in the
frequencies of offenders occurs between the
three offense categories. Prior literature
explored the correlation between the level of
offenses and the age of the offender. This is a
trend that is displayed among the 2020 data in
multiple ways. As seen in Appendix 5, the
most frequent age range for offenders of
embezzlement is below that of the other two
offense categories. Literature has specifically
highlighted embezzlement offenses as the
presence for this trend, aligning with the
occurrences in 2020. This trend also presents in
the distribution of fraud offenders. Compared
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to the other offenses examined, a larger portion of the fraud offender population is under
the age of 15. This is plausible as fraud encompasses the vastest array of crimes, many of
which have limited repercussions and are easily accomplished regardless of a legitimate
occupation.
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Conclusion
This study sought to analyze the ‘typical’ offender population of white-collar
crime, with an emphasis on gender, race, and age, and compare the trends to current
offender populations. An extensive literature was conducted on the existing body of
literature on the topic. The origins of white-collar crime and its implications for the view
of the ‘typical’ offender were examined, as well as the previous studies analyzing
available data on white collar crime offenders. Ambiguities in the definition of whitecollar crime and its offenses were also examined, as well as the available literature on the
subcategorization of white-collar crime and the lack of systematic data available
regarding these types of crime. Finally, specific studies related to the evaluation of the
gender, race, and age of white-collar crime offenders were reviewed, in order to develop
a current ideal of the ‘typical’ offender.
Additionally, trend analysis was done on data available for white collar crime
arrests of offenders of three specific white-collar crimes in 2020. The categories
examined included counterfeiting/ forgery, embezzlement, and fraud offenses. Utilizing
data provided by the Federal Bureau of Investigations’ Crime Data Explorer. The data
collected for FY 2020 were provided voluntarily to the FBI by 15,875 law enforcement
agencies in the United States. A combination of quantitative and qualitative analysis
showed white males committed the majority of white-collar crimes in 2020. However, the
most frequent age group of offenders appeared marginally lower than expected.
Evaluation of the 2020 offender population highlighted slight variation in the frequencies
of individual characteristics between crime categories but seemed in line with numerous
trends discussed in more recent literature.
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Practical Recommendations
This research can be utilized by agencies and companies to evaluate trends in the
offender population of white-collar crimes, specifically banks and department stores,
where these crimes most commonly occur. As a national push for DE&I of women and
minorities continues in the United States, leaders can utilize the changing trends in data
analysis to determine if white collar crime is committed out of opportunity or is
demographically associated. Information discussed in this thesis can also be utilized by
these groups for consideration when developing corporate governance strategies. Banks
and department stores need to be aware of the likelihood of these crimes to be committed
in their locations and develop strategies for minimizing or confronting them should they
occur.
Review of the literature and examination of the data also demonstrate a lack of
sufficient, comprehensive data on the offender population of white-collar crime. Where
data is available, it is limited to a very limited number of crimes considered to be white
collar crimes. These limitations should signal the need for a central and accessible
database for scholars interested in white collar crime. Government agencies can utilize
this analysis to highlight the insufficiencies in current data storage systems.
Limitations
The most glaring limitation of this study is due to limitations of the data readily
available to members of the general public. While data on white collar crime offenders is
limited regardless, those accessible to the public are far more scarce and generally less
comprehensive. Previous studies have utilized presentence investigation (PSI) reports to
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locate characteristic information on white collar crime offenders and construct
comprehensive databases. Agencies that publish information regarding white collar
crime, do so in order to meet regulatory standards. As a result, data is not easily
accessible in format to the public or thorough in terms of the crimes included.
Data for this study was derived from the FBI’s uniform crime reporting program,
intended to improve data access to the general public. The summary reporting system was
developed around the same time as Sutherland’s initial founding of the term white collar
crime. The criminalization of various white-collar crimes occurred following this time
period, so the categories of crime included are extremely limited as focus continues to
remain on violent crimes or crimes against persons. In fact, one of the greatest limitations
of the system is its failure to keep up with the changing face of crime and criminal
activity (Barnett, 2000). As far as this study, this resulted in the study being limited to
only three crime categories which are not representative of the entire breadth of whitecollar crime offenses.
The uniform crime reporting system remains voluntary. Although an increasing
percentage of the nation's agencies contribute to it each year, data on criminal offenses
are absent from a small percentage of states. Additionally, agencies submit additional
white collar crime offenses, especially Group B offenses, under the category All Other
Offenses. This category is not differentiable by the general public and tends to include
offenses commonly committed by corporations.
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Recommendations for Future Studies
One of the most vital elements to be addressed in future studies that has affected
this study is the limited crime categories included in this study. A broader range of whitecollar crime categories would yield more insightful data and conclusions more in line
with the population of white-collar crime offenders as a whole. Specifically, data
available for this study focused on three class A offenses: counterfeiting/forgery,
embezzlement, and fraud offenses. Inclusion of offenses such as insider trading could
alter the data as a result of its relation to specific opportunity ties to occupation. Class B
offenses, such as bad checks, as well as newly disputed defenses including those against
the environment may also alter study’s results.
Another recommendation for future studies is to differentiate data by specific
offense as opposed to categorical offenses (i.e., fraud offenses). A vast quantity of
offenses is included under each category, so subcategorizing or examining crimes
individually would allow for further trend analysis. An investigation of offender
population by specific crime, white collar crime types, and as an entire crime category
would allow for increasingly representative results. Significance of trends as a result of
differentiating the data could potentially aid in the effort to further subcategorize white
collar crimes more definitively.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: UCR Offender datasets narrowed by counterfeiting/forgery,
embezzlement, and fraud offenses.
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Appendix 2: Crimes included in categories considered as White-Collar Crime
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Appendix 3: Frequencies of gender, race, and age by offense type.
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Appendix 4: Proportion of total offenses by offense category.
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Appendix 5: Most frequent occurrence of individual characteristics by category.

